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                            I. Introduction

                      '
    Information 'on the molluscan faunas of the Neogene formation developed

in Hokkaido is yet scanty: h few species were described by M. YoKoyAMA

(1926, 27, 31), K. KANEHARA (1937, 42), T. OINoMIKADo (1935), Y. OTuKA

(1937, 40), T. NAGAo (1941), K. OTATuME (1942), S. UozuMi (1950-58) and

others ; assemblages of some faunas were only listed by scientists of the present

writer's Department and others from time to time. However, this does not

seem to signify that the fossil remains are very scare, but it may be, no doubt,

due to the fact no particular efforts have hitherto been made by scientists in

Hokkaido for investigating molluscan faunas.

    Since 1952, the present writer has investigated the faunas biologically, the

problems existing between the faunas and stratigraphical successions, and between

the faunas and sedimentary basins. The general aspect of this study has been

presented in his three reports (1957a,b, 1958). Since their publication the

present writer has endeavored as far as possible to make progress in the study

of these problem, noted above. In the meanwhile, several other investigators

have contributed very much understanding of the stratigraphical relation of the

faunas and to some extent the historical change of faunas. Remarkably during

the past five years, researches under the auspieces of both the Geological Survey

of Japan and Geological Survey of Hokkaido, have yielded much information

and as a result the ideas concerning the classifications of formations as well

as their distributions and structures have become greatly modiefied.

    The reports of these researches are mentioned in many "Explanatory Texts

of the Geological Map of Japan, Scale 1:50,OOO". .
    The purpose of this work is to palce on record detailed data on the sequence

and the paleobiographical provinces of Neogene molluscan faunas in Hokkaido

on the basis of the writer's ovLTn study in addition to the stratigraphical in-

formation mentioned above.

                        II. Acknowled･gements

    The writer wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor Masao MiNATo

of Hokkaido University, for his invaluable advice and for his constant encourage-

ment, in the course of the present study.

    During of this study, the writer has made use of the large collections o.

Hokkaido University, the Geological Survey of Japan, Sapporo branch, and the

Geological Survey of Hokkaido, To officials of these institutions thanks are

offered,

    Acknowledgements are also due to the members of the Geological Survey

of Hokkaido, and to the members of the Geological Survey of Japan, Sapporo

branch, for kindly placing their specimens at the writer's disposal. Acknowledge-

rnents are also due to Dr. Tadashige HABE of Kyushu University, Dr. Tamio
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KoTAKA of Tohoku University, Dr. Sigeru AoKi of Tokyo University of:Edu-

cation and Dr. Tokuyuki MizuNo of the Geological Survey of Japan, for their

kind advice in relation to this study. Thanks are also due to Dr. Masaru

MATsur, Dr. Tsutomu FuJiE and Dr. Takehiro SHiRAi of Hokkaido University

for generously affording good opportunities for fruitful discusiohs and for

allowing the free use of their private collections.

           IIL CIassification of the Neogene deposition of

                  Hokkaido by sedimentary province

    It is known that the Neogene deposits are found in several basins of

different characters extended all over Hokkaido; investigations concerning the

origin, evolution and migration of these basins have been made by several

stratigraphers and paleontologists. However, no complete report'' concerning

this problem has yet been published. Recently, the present writer and others

(1957) proposed a tentative classification of the Miocene sedimentary provinces

of Hokkaido from sedimentary features and stratigraphical characters; con-

sideration of the faunal characters as stated in the latter section of this paper

is now added. Those provinces are:-

    A) Green-tuff area

          a) Oshima province (southwestern part of Hokkaido)

          b) Kitami province (eastern part of Hokkaido)

    B) Non-green-tuff area

           a) Ishikari province (central part of Hol<kaido)

          b) Teshio province( " ,, )
   ts           c) Kushiro province (southeastern part of Hokkaido)

    In this paper, the present writer will accept this classification covering the

Neogene period for convenience in discussing the geological and geographical

distribution of the Neogene faunas in Hokkaido. The general aspects of the

lithological features and stratigraphical sequence of these provinces may be

summarized respectively as in the following brief discussion.

    A) Green-tuff Area

    The so-called green-tuff area continued as land sustaining erosion during

the Mesozoic and the Paleogene, was suddenly transformed into a region of

violent volcanic diffusion, was covered with thick pyroclastic pilings and became

a new-born geosyncline in the Neogene period in Hokkaido. The frequent
presence of propylite, andesite, and rhyolite as dykes, lava, flow, and sheets

within the lower half of the Neogene formations which are associated with

various kinds of mafic to felsic tuffs, including green coloured tuff, is the

characteristic feature of the Neogene formations of this area.

    Prof. M. MiNATo (1952) and the same author et al (1956) have already stated

in detail the characters, the distribution and the geotectonic synthesis of the

so-called green-tuff area. Consequently it is not neccessary to repeat them in
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detail here, but Prof. M. MiNATo has noticed the

tuff and non-green tuff areas as follows:

difference between the green-
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The Neogene

Oshima province

Kitami province

Ishilcari province

Teshio province

Kushiro province

sedimentary

                  A: Asahikawa
                 Ab: Abashiri
                  E: Esashi
                  H: Hal<odate

    "It shouid be noticed again that

vio!ent igneous activity, while the '

unconformably on the basement of

were almost devoid of such igneous

    The green-tuff area in Hokkaido '

to geographical position and different

province, southwestern part of Hokkai

Tomakomai line with non-green tuff

continuously along the inner side of

Kitami province, in the eastern part

foot of the Hidaka zone. and southerly

the basement of the Chishima volcanic

    The generalized stratigraphic

below :
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    is divi

    evolution

     do

   area; its southern extension is stretched

   the Japanese island arc. The other, the

    of Hokkaido, extends along the eastern

    along the Kurile islands which constitute

     chanin.

sequence for the Oshima province is as given

   provinces of Hoklcaido.

  K: Kushi.ro
  Ka: Kitami-Eashi

  M; Muroran
  N: Nemuro
 Na: Nayoro
  O: Otaru
 Ob; Obihiro
  R: Rumoe
   S; Sapporo
  W: Walckanai

 green-tuff areas were attacked by

strata of the Miocene period lying

    arc (central part of Hokkaido)
 ))-

' ' ded into two provinces according

    of basins: One is the Oshima

which is bounded by the Sapporo-
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    Asahi stage-Fukuyama formation: the rocks are of non-stratified pyro-

                     clastic materials; green tuff, agglomeratic tuff, brec-

                     ciated tuff, andesite.

                             Unconformity

    Takinoue stage-Kunnui formation: it consists of basal conglomerate,

                     tuffaceous sandstone, tuffaceous shale, black shale,

                     green tuff, alternation of sh41e and tuff. It contains

                     the Kunnui fauna.

    Wakkanai stage-Yakumo-Kuromatsunai formation: it consists of tufface-

                     ous sandstone, sandy tuff, siltstone, sometimes pre-

                     dominantly of agglomerate ; rather poor fossil content.

                              Unconformity ,

    Setana stage-Setana formation: mostly composed of tuffaceous coarse

             '' sandstone with frequent intercalations of conglomerate

                     beds; some fossiliferous beds present. It contains the

                     Setana fauna,

    B) Non-green tuff Area
    The geological history of the Neogene in Hokkaido was much more influ-

enced by the Hidaka orogenic movement than by any other. That is to say,

the back bone range of Hokkaido, "Hidaka Zone" is said to have occurred as

a geocyncline in the Middle Mesozoic era and from time to time this geocyncline

was transformed to geoanticline which was associated with many sorts of meta-

morphism. Thus, it may be said that this movement, named the Hidaka AIpine

Orogenic Movement by Prof. Mitsuo HuNAHAsHi, I-Iokkaido University (1957),

more than any other activitity dominated the geological picture of the Neogene

in the central part of Hokkaido, and no matter whether it was great or trifling,

the sedimentary basins and features were influenced by this movement.

    Especially, it can not but be recognized that Miocene-Pliocene had a great

upheaval of the I-Iidaka zone to form a definite mountain range which divided

the geocynclinal basin into two parts, front and rearward. The front basin

is named the Ishikari and Teshio provinces which are located in the central

part of Hokkaido, and the rearward one is named the Kushiro province in the

southeastern part of Hokkaido.

    a) Ishikari province

    Generally speaking, the Neogene deposits in this province are gradually

younger towards west along the western slope of the N-S trending two parallel

running distributive tectonic zones, vis. the Hidaka and Kamuikotan zones. The

Neogene deposits consist of terrigenous and brackish deposits which frequently

contain thin coal seams, Moreover, they are wholly controlled by the Hidaka

orogenic movement and iie under a very complicated geological structure which

is characterized by such features as thrust, nappe or overturned folding etc.
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      Figure 2.
Generalized geological map

of the pre-Neogene forrpa-
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1. ･ Paleogene formations

2. Cretaceous formations
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  Paleozoic formations

4. Granitic rocks

5. Gabbro

6. Serpentine
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8. Kamuikotan meta-

  morphic rocks
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    Below such a complicated geological structure, the stratigraphical sequence

and the correlation of the Neogene strata･ in this province are not aiways

settled. The opinion seems to have prevailed, however, that the Kawabat.a

group is underlain with unconformity by the Paleogene formatiori and pre-

Tertiary rocks, that the Wakkanai group overlies the Kawa,bata group with

local unconformity and that the Pliocene deposits are located over the pre-

Pliocene rocks: Miocene, Paleogene, Cretaceous and metamorphic rocks. ,

    The Kawabata group consists of the Asahi, Takinoue ,ttn. e Kawabata for-

mations in ascending order. It should be noted that the Asahi formatign is

not always developed everywhere in this province, but bply in the Ikushunbetsu

coal field, and the Asahi fauna proposed as the oidest ' Neggene' fauna in Hok-
kaido by the present writer is yielded in this forination.- The' Tal<inoue for-

mation is predominated by a mudstone facies which is interpalated by some

thin coal seams and tuffaceous sandstone, contains t-be [['akin,Que fauna, and is

directly overlain by the Kawabata formation Which is coristructed by 'a rhythmic

alternation of conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone. T. he Kawabata formation

contains "Nagelfruh"-like huge boulders of serpentinite which remind one of

"Mollasse type of deposition" of European literature ancl this formation seem

80f btXeCgendf:.lille tbalreytiatei.tshe Takinoue formatiQnl excepting in the marginai area

    The Wakkanai group is represented by the so-called "hard shale formation"

and until a few years ago, had been known by the name of the Kitami or

Oiwake group to many geologists. However, the present writer redefined this

group under the name of the Wakkanai series and stage in a previous paper

(1958). Generally speaking, this group is 'not alwaYs characterized by the so-

called "hard shale facies", but rather shows changable facies of shale, con-

glomerate or sandstone according to the place,-although "hard shale" is more

or less contained in many locqtiQns. Moreoyer, it is essential that this group

is characterized by the Wakkanai or Atsunai-Togeshita fauna which suggests

Miocene in geological age. The representive formations belonging this group

are the Motourakawa formation CHidaka district), Kuriyama conglomerate and

Oiwake formaions (Yubari distyict), Minami-Atsuta formation (Ishikari oil-field),

and Mashike formation (Rumoi coal-field) as illustrated by the present writer's

correiation table (1958).

    The deposits belonging to Piiocene in this province are represented by the

following: Takikawa and Hukagawa group which develop ip the central part

of this province. They are rather localized in small distribution but are charac-

terized throughout by similar litholQgic deposits. Namely, they eonsits of marine

pyroclasic and terrigenedus deposits, they contain thin coal seams in their

uppermost parts and they are eharacterized by the Takikawa fauna. Also these

deposits are in common underlain by the variegated basement: Miocene, Pale-

ogene, Cretaceous and metamorphic rocks with unconformity, but they are said

to be contemporaneous with the Wakkanai group in some locatiori.



    b) Teshio province

  '' The boundary between the Teshio and Ishikari provinces is marked by

the northern limit of the so-called Kabato P}ateau (about 440 N. Iatitude), which

is made up of the so-ca}led Paleozoic formation.

    Compared with the Ishikari province, the following remarkable difference

of the geological conditions is recognized in the Teshio province became a geo-

syncline in the Cretaceous period since the Paleozoic era but shifted again to

an erosion area in the Paleogene, although the Ishikari province continued to

be a geosyncline throughout the Cretaceous, Paleogene and Neogene periods,

The Teshio province does not have such a complicated geological structure as

to be seen in 'the 'Ishikari provipce.

    Generally speaking, however,, the Neogene sedimentary character is similar

to that of the Ishikari province. That character is marked by an alternation

of terrigeneous and brackish deposits, with a few proclastic rocks and coal

seams interbedded, but it is noticed that the lithologic features are rather stabie

in the horizontal distribution, in comparison with the changable facies in the

Ishikari province.

    From the result of surveys carried on by many geologists the stratigraphical

sequence of the Neogene formation developed in this province is schemed as

follows.

    Asahi stage-Haranosawa formation: white tuff, tuffaceous sandstone;

                     it contains the Haranosawa fauna.

                              Unconformity

    Takinoue stage-Haboro (Soya) coal bearing formation: coal bearing

                     sandstone.
                                                '                                '
                     - Unconformity- .
                     Sankebetsu formation: tuffaceous sandstone, shale in

                         alternation' it contains the Sankebetsu fauna.
                                   )
                        ' Unconformity
                     Chikubetsu formation: mudstone predominated in the

                         VhPePe6h2･kauif6etSsauadfSatuOnnae. i'n the iower; it contains

    Kawabata stage-Kotanbetsu formation: conglomerate, sandstone, mud-

                         stone, in alternation. '

    Wakkanai stage-Wakkanai formation: hard shale predominates; it con-

                         tains the Wakkanai fauna.

                              Unconformity-

    Takikawa stage-Yuchi formation: sandstone, with intercalated con glom-

                     erate and mudstone ; it contains the Takikawa fauna.

    As to the separation of the Teshio and Ishikari provinces, taking into

consideration together the sedimentary province and the paleontological data,
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the writer is strongly inclined to regard some difference between them as sug-

gesting the existance of some land barrier, which resulted from the geotectonic

upheaval of the Kabato Paleozoic plateau, as will be discussed in detail below.

     Here, attention should be given to the intermediate region* situated between

the Kitami green-tuff and the Teshio (non-green tuff) proVinces. This region

has an intermingled character of the two provinces in the points of lithological

aspect and features of the sedimentary basin. In more detail, it is similar to

the character of the green-tuff area in the following points: 1) Neogene deposits

directly overlie the so-called Paleozoic, metamorphic and granitic rocks, 2)

throughout the Neogene period, volcanic activity was violent and resultant

mineral deposits are occasionally found in this region. ･

    At the same time the character of the marine deposits, excepting inter-

calating lava flow and agglomerate, is similar tb that of the Teshio province

which shows alternation of brackish and terrigenous deposits. Moreover, it is

noteworthy that green coloured tuff the representative strata of the green-tuff

area is wholly wanting. Also to be added is the fact that all deposits of this

region are correlated to the strata of the stages younger than the 'Wakkanai

stage : that is to say, this region had continued as land undergoing erosion until

Middle Miocene and then was suddeqly invaded by the sea bearing the Atsunai-

Togeshita fauna, representive fauna of the Wakkanai stage, with volcanic in-

fusion occurring at the same time. .

    c) Kushiro province '
    It is known that the Cretaceous and Paleogene deposits develop in this

province which is generally called the Kushiro coal field; it has been surveyed

in detail by many coal field geologists. However, investigations of the Neogene

strata have not been made in such detail as those of the Paleogene strata.

Recently, it has become clear from the results of the surveys by several geo-

}ogists that the stratigraphical and paleontological features exhibit marked

contrast to those of the Ishikari province.

    The causal basis of the difference between the two provinces is considered

to be the different geotectonic influence which the Hidaka Alpine orogenic

movements had exerted respectively on the front basin and the rearward ope.

The latter is called the Kushiro province in this paper; the tectonic features

of its Tertiary deformation are properly applied to that of block movements.

On the contrary, in the former, Ishikari province, the tectonic disturbances such

as thrust, nappe a,n' d overturned folding prominently prevailed. Also it is note-

worthy that the Neogene marine formations are almost correlated to the strata

of the stages yo'unger than the Wakkanai stage in the Ishikari province. As

                 '
 ":4 In his paper, (1958) the present writer gave the name "Kitami-Esahi province" to the

    intermediate region and stated that the lower part of the strata developing in this province

    correlated to the Kawabata stage. However, this province will be included in the Teshio

    province in this paper. The lower part of the strata corresporids to the strata belonging

    to the Wakkanai stage according to iatest knowledge.
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to this points, the strata of this province are similar to those of the intermediate

region situated between the Teshio and Kitami green-tuff province, mentioned

in the foregoing section. ,.
    The Neogene stratigraphical sequence, in general, for this province is as

given below in ascending order.
                                                            '
    Wakkanai stage-Atsunai formation: conglomerate, sandstone and shale

                         in alternation; it contains the Atsunai fauna.

                     Shiranuka formation : sandstone and shale, intercalated

                         conglomerated.

                              Unconformity

    Takikawa stage-Honbetsu formation: tuffaceous sandstone intercalated

                         with tuff and fossiliferous sandstone; it contains

                         the Honbetsu fauna.

                              Unconformity

    Setana stage-Ikeda formation: tuffaceous sandstone, mudstone con-
                         glomerate, tuff, lignite ; brackish-marine molluscan

                         remalns,

            IV. Faunal Succession of Neogene Molluscan
                          Fauna in Hokkaido

    It is accepted that changes in faunal character are caused not only by the

changes of time but may be regarded as results reflecting the various environ-

mental conditions of sedimentation, deposition, temperature, oceanographical and

geographical situation, etc. If one could work out the geological and geo-

graphical changes of Lhe fauna throughout the Neogene period, one could draw

an inference about the ihistorical change of faunal provinces and some fauna

environmental conditions. The present writer will describe here, the faunal

sequence and the features of each fauna in order to arrive at some conception

of the historical changes of faunal provinces which occurred during the Neogene

period in Hokkaido.

                          '
    The stratigraphical sequence of the Tertiary strata developed in the Ishikari

province is generaliy accepted as the standard one for the Tertiary system in

Hokkaido; they yield mafiy fossils in each horizon. However, in the present

status of study on tlme-stratigraphy concearning the Neogene deposits, there is

no accepted standard thart ptay be recognized and applied with satisfaction.

 X In his articles, the writer, together with T. FuJiE, has proposed "Upper Taldkawa stage"

   (provisional name). This stage is represented by the non-marine deposits intercalating the
    coal seams and underlain by the marine Takikawa formation. However, it is clear frorn
    recent study that these non-niarine deposits of this stage are overlain conformably by the
    marine deposits bearing the Setana fauna. Consequently, the writer wishes to re-define
    here "Upper Takikawa" ai'id Setana stages: the provisional name of "Upper Takikawa"
    stage is discarded and the dep'osits belotiging to this stage and the Setana stage in his
    paper (1958) are to be ineluded under the name of the Setana stage.
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Recently, the present writer has treated the rnegafaunal succession in the Neogene

strata of Hokkaido in his several articles (1957, 58)*, and recognized six in-

dependant faunas which characterize each horizon: they are as shown in the

following table :

    Generally speaking, it may be said safely that these faunas exhibit re-

spectively rather remarkable boundaries between each other in the vertical

distribution, while in the geographical distribution, each fauna is not always

uniform anywhere in Hol<kaido but may be localized variously according to its

environmental conditions: some show similarity everywhere in Hokkaido, some

are restricted from the neighbors with rath.er sharp boundary, and some extend

into the different adjacent faunas to become partly mixed with them.

Series

Takikawa

 series

Waklcanai

 series

Kawabata

 series

Stage

ISetana stage

ITakil<awa stage

Waldcanai stage

Kawabata stage

Takinoue stage

Asahi stage

Representive Fauna

Setana fuana

Takilcawa-Honbetsu
fauna

Wakkanai fauna Morai
            '
fauna, Yakumo fauna;･

Atsunai-T6geshita
fauna,

Tolcushibetsu fauna,

Kuriyama fauna.

Kawabata fauna

Takinoue fauna,
Chikubetsu-Sanlcebetsu

fauna, Kunnui fauna

Asahi fauna, Harano-

sawa fauna

Generai

eMarine retreat

eNon-marine deposits
<--Cold water species only

eChange in species

eExchange considerable
   number of species and

   genera

-Cold water species

   appearmg
eTemperature-warm water
   species predominate

eCold water species
   predominate

eEmbryonic small basins

    1) Asahi stage-Ashai fauna

    About twenty years ago, Dr. Jiro MAKiyAMA, Professor of the Institute

of Geology, Kyoto University (1934), described the Asagai fauna (Oligocene)

on the specimens which were collected from Yotukura, Jo-ban coal field and

Matchigar, northern Saghalin. In his paper, only Adytilus tichanoLwitchi was

reported from the Neogene marl beds, which overlay the Asagaian sandstone

in Matchigar. Consequently it is unknown what kind of fossils are associated

with this species, in spite of the fact that paleontologists' interest has been

drawn to the quite unique form of this species.

    In 1953-54, the present writer was engaged in a geological survey of the

Ikushunbetsu coal field in the Ishikari province, and traced the boundary be-

tween the Paleogene and Neogene formation. In this survey, it became evident

that Ad2ytilzts tichanoz)itchi came from the lowest part of Neogene deposits which
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part was underlain unconforrnably by the Poronai formation (Oligocene). The

writer is of an opinion that this fauna, indicated by Adytilzts tichanoT,itchi

represents the next age following the Poronai fauna: in other words, that

Movtilzts tichanoz,itchi and its associated fossils seem to represent the initial stage

of the Neogene formation that rests on the Paleogene formation with uncon-

formity; he also wishes to propose a new name "Asahi Fauna", for this fauna.

    The formation bearing the Asahi fauna is included frequently !n the so-

called Takinoue formation in many geo}ogical maps; it is composed of tuff,

tuffaceous sandstone and conglomerate in the lower part, 80 meters in thickness

and is transformed gradually into upper massive sandstone and silty parts.

    The following are the nQtable fossils from the sandstone parts: Ybldia

biremis, A4iytilus lichanowitchi, Lzccino7na akibai, Reronicll7a elongnta, kSizbisztla

onnechizci'ia, [ZH7r.racia asahiensis, iSVIigua elliptica and Exochinus sp. (gen. et

sp. nov). Of these fossils, Mortilus tichanoz,itchi occurs in crowds in all

iocalities and are always found with both valVes tightly closed. The other

fossils are imbedded together in a single valveJ the number of individuals is

not so small but the number of species .is rather small.

    From the si}ty part which overlies the aboVe-mentioned fossiliferous zone,

the present writer has collected several other species as follows : Acila elongata,

Pbrtlandia tokzmagai var. hayasakai, A zvatasei, Sole7aya tokztnag'ai, Macoma

to,byoensis and 7b"ominina sp.
                                                          tt    Judging from the above data concerning.the faunal assembl'agg, this fauna

is distinctly different from the Poronai fauna (Oligocene) and also fairly different

from the elements of the so-called Takinoue fauna which is to be described in

detail in the next section. Strictly speal<ing, this fauna exhibits an intermingling

of a part of the elements of the Takinoue fauna: the species found in the latter

are Pb7Atiandia watasei, kSZ)isula onnechiuria P277'onidea elongzita and Yoldia

biremis. However, the characteristic components of the Takinoue fauna are

not such species but the warm and temperate water forms: Anadara qgazuai,

Glycime7Ais 2yestitoides, RfzPhia siratoriensis, Batillai'ia tateinvai, B, yama-

narii, C7Aapiclz{la ]'imboana and IVassai"ius sinzizui, all of which seem to suggest

the so-called Middle Miocene in the Tertiary strata of northern Honshu, Japan.

    2) Takinoue stage

    This stage is characterizedi by the faunas which contain many fossils generally

considered to suggest the Middle Miocene age in the Tertiary strata of Japan. The

representive faunas which correspond to this stage, have a}ready been reported frotp

the Neogene Tertiary of Japan in many papers; it is known by the following faundl

names as occurring in the northern part of Honshu, Japan: Lower Kadonosawa

fauna (Y. OTuKA 1934), the fauna associating with operculina-Miagyzt)sina,

Siratorigawa fauna (S. AoKi 1960) and the fauna bearing Desmosiz),lus.

    In the Neogene Tertiary of Hokkaido, the fauna of this stage is found

abundantiy in the marine deposits, underlain by the coal-bearing series beds £hat
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        Figure 3.

Paleobiogeographicprovinces

ef the Middle Miocene faunas

in Hokkaido.

1. Areal distribution of the

   marine deposits belong-
   ing to the Takinoue stage.

2. Paleobiogeographic pro-
   vince of the Chil<ubetsu-

   Sankebetsu fauna.
   (This province is mostly

   overlaped by the faunal
   province of the Kawabata
   stage).

3. Paleobiogeographic pro-

   vinces of the Kunnui
   fauna in the Oshirna pe-

   ninsula and of the Kitami

   green tuff fauna in the
   eastern part of Hokkaido.

4. Paleobiogeographic pro-
   vince of the Takinoue

  fauna '
   (This province is mostly

   overlaped by the faunal
   province of the Kawabata

   stage.

5. Paleobiogeographic pro-

  vince of the Kawabata
  fauna expanding outside
  the area where overlap
  on the'faunal provinces
  bf the prior stage.
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develop along'the western slope of the backbone range of Hokkaido and in
the green-tuff Kunnui formation developing in the Oshima green-tuff province.

However, the assemblages of faunas on the basis of their formations are not

always uniform everywhere in Hokkaido, but rather extremely localized in the

close relation with each respective sedimentary basin.

    The present writer has already proposed to recognize three independant

faunas in this stage viz: Takinoue, Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu and Kunnui green

tuff faunas. They are somewhat associated with each other but is necessary

to point out the considerable difference between them respectively.

    Next, the characters of each fauna and its geographic distribution will be

treated,

    a) Takinoue fauna

    The'Takinoue fauna, as discussed in this chapter, is widely distributed in

the Ishikari province, the Uryu coal field, north limit, and Cape Erimo, the

south one; it is almost always found in the terrigeneous or brackish deposits

of this stage which are characterized by mudstone and pyroclastic facies and

rest with unconformity on the Cretaceous or other pre-Neogene deposits.

    Here, attention should be given at first to the relation between the sequences

of the Asahi and Takinoue faunas: it should be kept in mind whether or not

the differences of their faunal assemblage is due to change of environment or

has some certain relation with the range of their vertical distribution in the

Kawabata series.

    From observations on the similarity of the lithic and embedding features

containing these two faunas respectively, the writer is inclined to assume that

the differences in characters between them are probably not due to change of

environment, Moreover, the fact that the Takinoue fauna is found in a horizon

slightly higher than is the Asahi fauna in the Ikushunbetsu coal field may

support this assumption.

    The assemblage of this fauna does not always show the same aspect every-

where but the species change more or less according to locations or different

rocl< facies. However, generally speaking, it may be said that the assemblage

of this fauna always contains a considerable number of species which characterize

the so-called Middle Miocene in the Tertiary deposits in the northern part of

Honshu. Most representive and widely distributed species in this fauna are as

follows: Ybldia zci"anoi, Anadnra agawai, A. abita, Glycimeris westitoides,

Ritinopecten kinzuiui, Ost7'ea g7uwitesta, CZinoonidizem shiiijiense, ataiA oka-

duna, A4bi"et7'iJc matsz{ii, Dosinia nagaii, D. nomu7"ai, 7Vbnerica7'dia niniu-

ensis, A4izrcenaria chita7zii, RfiPhia si7uto7"iensis, Macti'a ku7-ikoma, ,S7)isula

onnechiuria, Soletellina minoensis, Batilla7-ia tateixuai, B. yamanarili, Cert'-

thiclea si7ukiil, Nassarius si7nizui, eAepiclzilcx 1:imboana and I)blinices nzeisensis.

Of the species listed above, Batillaria, I)ke1)hia, Osti"ea and Soletellilna are

occasionaliy found in the deposits which seem to be the marginal facies sur-
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rounding the sedimentary basins in the Ishikari province: for example, in the

Horoshin fine conglomerate deposits bordering the B6zuyama serpentine mass,

Uryu coal field; the Yodoro brackish deposits contianing some plant fossils,

(llomLzbtoniphylltem and Liquidnnber, which are distributed around the so-called

Kabato Paleozoic Massiff and develop at about 440 N. Iatitude in the Uryu coal

field, and the Takinoue terrigeneous deposits abutting on the Paleogene Poronai

formation near Takinoue, Yttbari City. In other words, it may be possible to

say that these species have lived near the shore-line.

    Here, if one checks the assemblage of this fauna in the annexed table 2

and 3, it will become quite clear that this fauna is closely associated with fauna

from the so-calied Middle Miocene deposits in the northern part of Honshu but

it will also be recognized that some characteristic genera of the Middle Miocene

in Honshu are not found in the Takinoue fauna in Hokkaido. They are as fol-

lows: Rlacopecten, C7 >ot)topecten, A4iblcag'ipecten, CZementia, a"enella, Geloina,

.llholadonaya, vacarya, Vicaryella, Conus, Trochus, C?3rithiopsis, Ti'uncai"ia,

Ringicula, Sunculites, Sinz{m, Ast74iclyPeous, Miagmpsina and OPei'culina,

    The species of these genera seem to be habitants of subtropic and tropic

regions, and so it may usually be considered that the representive fauna of the

so-called Middle Miocene in Japan is clossely associated with the fauna of the

southern hemisphere, especially with that of the area of India and southeastern

Asia. Consequently, it may be biogeographically noteworthy that the species

of these genera have north limits of distribution in Iwate, Akita or Aomori

prefectures since they are not distributed in the central part of Hokkaido. The

other characters of this fauna, generally recognized without regard the localities

of the fossil specimens, are follows: 1) a considerable number of pelecypod

fossils have characteristic, specialized thick test, and hunchkback-like convexity,

2) a few species belonging the Poronai fauna (Oligocene) are found in mudstone

facies deposits of this stage, 3) in any locality, one species, in number of in-

dividuals, shows a tendency to dominate.

    b) Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu fauna

    It was alr6ady pointed put by the present writer and T. FuJiE (1956) that

the representive formation bearing this fauna, Chikubetsu formation, was divided

into two parts by an unconformity : the lower part of the Chikubetsu formation

was represented by the symbols of Ch,.2 and upper part Ch,. Recently, S.

I<ANNo and K. MATsuNo (1960) have proposed new names for them, viz.,
Sankebetsu and Chikubetsu formations. Fossil remains are found in both parts;

the faunal assemblages are slightly different. However, the present writer is

inclined to assume that the difference between them does not suggest different

stages from the present paleontological knowledge. This fauna is also called

by various faunal names by many scientists: Haboro-Chikubetsu fauna (M.

YoKoyAMA l927). Chikubetsu fauna (S. UozuMi and T. FuJiE 1956) and Chiku-

betsu and Sankebetsu fauna (S. KANNo and K. MATsuNo 1960). Furthermore



this fauna is found in the Onishibetsu formation in the Teshio province; the

Abeshinai fauna collected by T. MATsuMoTo and reported by Y. OTuKA (1937)'

may beapart of this fauna. ';･
    In this paper, the present writer wishes to treat this fauna as belonging

to one stage under the name of the Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu fauna ; the problems'

concerning the subdivision of this fauna will be discussed again when the strati-

graphical and' paleontological data have been further investigated in detail in

future.

    It niay be said in general that this fauna consists of the so-called cold

water elements of the mollusca viz: Acila, Cbnchocele, Mact7u, ,SZ)ist{la, Mova,

Ralrv7-idea; (]Zinoca7'clium, Serripes, Bztccinztm, IVleLzbtunea, and Illzrgo7zalia,

althoug6 this fauna is intermingled with a few members of temperate forms

which' are represented by Lithophaga, as pointed out by KANNo and MATsuNo

(1960). However, it may not be necessary to repeat it in detail here that the

representive species of the Takinoue fauna which are characterized by the

temperate-warm forms are rarely contained in this fauna. AIso to be added,

is the fact that a few of the common species or genera belonging to the Poronai

fauna (Oligocene) are found more abundantly in numbers of individuals, com-

pared with those of the Takinoue fauna: they are Aligmocardium, lhpt,7"idea,

.Periploma besshoensis, Vlanerz'carclia akag'ii and Pb7"tlanclia watasei. The

other characters of this fauna, excepting the faunal assemblage, resemble those

of the Takinoue fauna in the features of shell test and form and in the features
                                                     '
of their occurrence. - ･
    From the foregoing remarks concerning the constitution of this fauna, it

is suggested that it is not in a close relation with the Takinoue fauna. How-

ever, the present writer is of opinion that the formation bearing this fauna is

contemporaneous with the Takinoue formation bearing the Takinoue fauna
dis'cussed above. As to this point, the following facts may strengthen this

possibility: Desmostylzts was found from the Kotanbetsu formation which is

underlain by the formation containing this fauna; the Takinoue fauna is yielded

from a lower horizon than that of Desmositylus in the Uryu coal field (K. FuJii

1953); and the Yttdoro formation bearing the Takinoue fauna is overlain by

the Kotanbetsu formation bearing the fossil Desmos4),lus.

    c) Kunnui fauna (green-tuff fauna) .
    It is common knowledge that Ope7"culina and Miagbopsina found in the

Miocene deposits of Japan are also found in the Oshima green-tuff province,

southwest part of Hokkaido,

    The Kunnui fauna, associated with these foraminiferal fossils, is commonly

found in the Kunnui formation which is characterized by the intercalated green

coloured tuff, and is another charateristic one vgThich represents the Takinoue

stage. This fauna is usually found in a slightly lower horizon than that of

Desmoszzlylus which is found in the uppermost part of the Kunnui formation
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or in the lowest part of the Yakumo formation underlain immediately by the

Kunnui formation. This faunal sequence is in the same relation with the

sequence between the 'Takinoue fauna and Desmosiz),lt{s or between the
Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu fauna and Desmostylz{s. Consequently, this fact greatly

strengthens the possibility that the horizon of this fauna is contemporaneous

with that of the Takinoue and Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu faunas.

    The following are the representive fossils in this fauna: l)Zitinopecten

kimu7ui, P, protomollites, P. nzatsumo7ensis, Chlafntys iwasakiana, Lima cf.

smithii, I]Viaarus i2umoensis, IZIioladombla oshimaensis, 7'27iAebrata,lina innica,

Echinolanipzts yosiwarai, Astriclypeous ambigenius and examples of the species

of Yblclia, Anadura, lhndo7u, Siphonaria, and Conus. Most of them are the

Miocene characteristic species in the marine deposits which develop in north-

eastern Honsha. Moreover, from the biogeographical viewpoint, it is noteworthy

that this fauna characterized by the warm water elements, as in seen in the

'tinnexed table 2 and 3, is not found in Hokkaido, except in the Oshima province.

'That is to say, the present writer finds here that this fauna attains its northern

limit of distribution in the Miocene period.

    In the Kitami green. tuff province, the fossil remains are very scare and

it is uncertain what kind of fossils are yielded in this province. However, the

present writer is disposed to except that the Kitami green-tuff fauna will prove

in the future to be different from the Kunnui fauna and probably to be an

independant one. From this assumption the writer will hypothesize only the

province of the Kitami green-tuff fauna in this paper.

     3) Kawabata stage-Kawabata fauna

     This stage is represented by the Kawabata and Kotanbetsu formations which

are distributed in the central part of Hokkaido and are characterized by rhythmic

alternation of conglomerate, sandstone and mudstone, estimated about 2000-

6000 meters in thickness. These formations are generally called the "Mollasse

type of deposition" of European literature. In spite of such great thickness

of these formations, the fossil remains are very scare in them, and it is an

open question whether the assemblage of this fauna is related to the Tal<inoue

fauna or to the Wakkanai fauna as will be discussed below. However, some

fossils are found in the Ishikari province of the western slope of the Hidaka

mountains, Ritar okadnna found as a shell colony which consists ot' only

one species; Species of Solen21ya, Adulombla, and Rhaxus having large shell

and some foilowing species appearing newly or some exceeding in number of

individual in this stage: Acila hiddkensis, Yolclia notabilis, Adytilus sakoi,

 Vbnerica7"dia hicinkensis, V. .fiofiei, CZillistcx bi'ewisip' honata, A4izrcenaria sigara･-

 mie7zsis, ,Sipisula vayii, and C7mpiclitla e2oana.

     Providing that the above fossil characters represent those of the fauna of

 this stage, then it follows that the general aspects of this fauna will be as given

 below.
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    1) Considerable number of individuals exists but they are rather scanty

in number of species.

    2) The number of species, representing the Takinoue fauna, if inter-

mingled, is greatly inferior to that of the other fossils.

    3) Many pelecypods have heavy shell or high convexity.

    4) Some of the species appearing in this stage range up into the Wak-

kanai stage.

    So far the present writer has tried only a tentative assumption concerning

the character of this fauna. This problem can be more exhaustively discussed

when the associated fossils are collected in abundance in future.

     4) Wakkanai stage

     This stage is represented by two essential different faunas: the Wal<kanai

fauna and the Atsunai-Togeshita fauna. These two faunas are associated with

each other, but a considerable difference is recognized between them. Generally

speaking, the former is occassionally found in the deposits of mudstone or

siltstone facies in this stage: in the Wakkanai formation (Teshio province)

Shintotsukawa formation (Kabato district), Mashike formation (Urya coalfield),

Minami-Atsunai formation (Ishikari province) and Atsunai formation (Kushiro

province). The latter is found in the deposits of conglomerate and sandstone

facies in this stage: in the T6geshita formation (Urya coal field), Kuriyama

conglomerate formation (Ishikari province), Atsunai formation (Kushiro province)

and Tokushibetsu formation (Teshio province), all of which are found in the

marginal area of the sedimentary basins.

    On the basis of the stratigraphical evidence derived from field work, it is

clear that the formation bearing the former fauna is graded horizontally from

the formation bearing the latter and that they are heterofacies in respect to

their origin. In other words, the difference between the faunal assemblages

of the two faunas is in the close relation with the rock facies of their respective

occurrence and it may reflect a change of their environmental condition. There

is no doubt that these two faunas do not belong to respective different stages

but to the same one.

    a) Wakkanai fauna

    This fauna characterizes mudstone and siltstone facies belonging to the

Wakkanai stage : in other words, this fauna is found in the so-cal}ed hard shaie

formation which is named from its lithological characters, and shows a con-

siderable differnt assemblage when compared with the Atsunai-Togeshita fauna,

treated below. Namely, this fauna consists of species of such representive genera

as Pbrtiandia, Yoldia, Aclttlomcra, Lucinoma, Seri-ipes, Clinoca?"tlium, CZzli-

ptagena, Chonchocele, and A7i7ptztnea. Moreover, the species of the same genera

ranging up from the Takinoue stage are mostly differentiated into the other species,
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       Figure 4･

Paleobiogeographic provinbes

of the mid-up Miocene faunas

in Hokkaido.

1. Areal distribution of the

  marine deposits belong-

  ing to the Wakkapai
  stage.

2. Areal distribution of the

  non-marine deposits be-

  longing to the Wakkanai

  stage.

3. Areal distribution of the

  volcanic rocks belonging

  to the Wakkanai stage.

4. Paleobiogeograpic prov-

  ince of the Wakkanai and

  Atunai-T6geshita faunas.
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           Recognized differences of species and genera between

                  the Takinoue and the Wakkanai fauna

        Common genera in the Takinoue Genera appearing in the
          fauna but not yet found in Wakkanai stage
             the Wakkanai fauna

            Rfiphia Lucinoma
             Clyclina kS27rripes
             Alemocaidiunz CZilyptagena
             Me7etrix kS?7ccz{7"ella
             .Plhaxzts POlytropa
             Calliostoma .Ikepelion
             C27rithiunz

             Nassari'us

             Batillaria

            .boclava i
             Cbnus

                    Different species in the same genus

                Tal<inoue fauna Wakkanai fauna
             Glycimeris westitoides G. idensis
             Yoldin u7unoi Y. sagittaria
            1'brtlandia watasei P. feakimii
            R7riploma besshoensis P. blofeayamai
             Venericai"clia nin'iuens'is V. ishii

            kSlebisztla onnechiu7'ia S. ishi･i

            A]bptunea oomitiui N osanai'i
            N modestzts N eos
            Buccinum hattoiAii B. sinanoensis
             Cr(ipidula iimboana C. giundii

    From the foregoing lines, as far as the present fauna is concerned, it is

evident that it is characterized by the considerable number of species and genera

which appear newly in this stage some of which became extinct before the

close of this stage. Also to be added, is the fact that a few species and genera

found newly in this stage range up to recent times and inhabit the boreal sea.

    Taken as a whole, this fauna is certainly affected by the cold water current

aS seen in the annexed table 2 and 3. It is remarkable that the assembiage

of this fauna is uniform everwhere in Hokkaido in spite of the fact that the

fossils are found in formations distributed widely all over Hokkaido. Further,

this fauna contains some fossils which have large shell as observed occasionally

in the fossils of genera Ybldia, Solenaya, CZinoca7"clium, CZilyptqg'ena and

Echinodermata etc. In the meantime, there is an indication that the cold

current bearing this fauna ran down southward at least to the northern part of

Honshu, Japan, as will be discussed in detail below.
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    b) At'sunai-Togeshita fauna

    This fauna is characterized by the shallow water habitants whicli are inter-

mingled with the so-called Miocene index fossils. They are as follows: Ana.ciara

agawai, Glycimeris vestitoides, Pdtinopecten kaneharai, Mlyagipecten sa7'onz-

ensis, VZistz'ca2Atlium siobarense, 1)itar okaclana, Dosinia (Kaneha7'aina) kane-

harai var. mi7ubilis, Macoma optiva, thno77ziya simotemensis, and A4dctra

kurikoma. All of them are found commonly in the Middle Miocene deposits in

the central arid northeastern parts of Honshu, Japan and in the fauna having

a assemblage of temperate-warm water forms. However, it is noteworthy that

these species are either not found at all or very rarely, if any, in the Miocene

deposits of the Takinoue stage in Hokkaido, Excepting these shallow water

types, this fauna consists of the characteristic species of the temperate-cold type

genera which are predominant from this stage to Pliocene in succession to the

Neogene Tertiary of Hokkaido, as seen in this list: Yoldia, Pbrtiandia, 1]tztino-

Pecten, kSibisz{la, Serripes, Pbronidea, 71h7'acia, Adya and IVk]ptunea.

    The general aspect of this fauna can be outlined in the following few lines.

    1 ) Assemblage of this fauna consisting of many shallow water eiements.

    2) Some of the so-called Middle Miocene index species intermingling in

        this fauna.

    3 ) The number of individuals of Glycinzeris, Arm', Mactra and Anadura

        which seem to be temperate water elements, exceeding those of other

        specles,
    4) The number of gastropoda being rather rare in respect to number of

        both individuals and species.

    5) Some pelecypoda species having heavy shell test.

    From the viewpoint of biogeography, it is remarkable that the occurrence

of this fauna is almost limited to conglomerate and sandstone facies which seem

to suggest the marginal area bordering the Kitami green-tuff province and the

northern and eastern extremity of the Ishikari province in Hokkaido.

    5) Takikawa stage-Takikawa-Honbetsu fauna

    The Takikawa stage is characterized by the Takikawa-Honbetsu fauna,

which is associated with Fbrtipecten takahashii and is considered to suggest

the lower Pliocene in Japan. The representative formations bearing this fauna

are as follows: Takikawa formation (Ishikari province), Mukawa formation

(Hidaka district), Tobetsu formation (Ishikari oil-field), Yuchi formation (Teshio

province). Shibiutan formation (Teshio province) and Honbetsu formation
(Kushiro province). They are not widely distributed in one area, but found here

and there in rather scant distribution in the central part of Hokkaido and in the

Kushiro province. However, without regard to location, they show similar lithic

facies which contain many tuffaceous coarse materials and may marine molluscan

remains. In the same way, the molluscan assemblage of the fauna found in

them is also unchangable being in a close relation with the lithofacies and
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always containing some characteristic species. The present writer's investigation

concerning the Saghalin molluscan fossils of this stage has also led to similar

conclusions and moreover, it is well known that this fauna extends in dis.tri-

bution not only to Hokkaido, and Saghalin but to the northeastern part gf

Honshu, Japan,･ as wi}l be treated in detail later (Text Figgre 5). Consequently

as.far as the present fauna is .concerned, it may be said that the paleontoiogical

evidences suggest uniform ecological conditions in a large area of sea at that time.

The characters of this fauna have the following points in .common:

                          1) Large number of individuals but rather scantly
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       Figure 5.
 Map showing the distribution

 of li'oi"til)ecten takahasht'i;

an erosion area with

seams developing

formation. Consequently

bearing Takikawa fauna

   some
occasionally

        the

       and

    numer of specles.

2) The number of species of Pectinidae and
    Mactridae greatly exceeding that Qf the other

    fossils.

3 ) Abundant number of single valve of Pectinidae

    making occasionally a particular shell bed or

    shell-colony.

4) Most of species and genera decidedly having

    northerly aspect.

5 ) Many pelecypods having large and heavy shell,

    as seen the index fossils, Iibi"tipecten taka-

    hashii, and Anadura t7"ilineata var. calcai'ea.

6) Fauna consisting of essentially shallow-water

    forms.

7) Few of them ranging down to the Miocene
    deposits and a considerable number of species

    appearing and becoming extinct during this

    stage, and some species having many indi-

    viduals ranging up to recent boreal sea.

    6) Setana stage-Setana fauna

    In this stage, the depostiS bearing marine mol-

luscan fossils are restricted within the Oshima

peninsula (Setana formation) and within a small

area in the vicinity of the City of Obihiro (Ikeda

formation).

    In the central part of Hokkaido, it seems that

the marine invasion at that time was extremely re-

stricted, if this area had a period of submergence.

It seems the main land of Hokkaido changed to

terrestial sedimentary basins, in view of the coal

   in the upper part of' the Takikawa marine

   stratigraphical relation between the formation

  the one bearing the Setana fauna can not be
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                                                            tt.observed excePting lh6 case 'of the succession of the Ikeda and Honbetsu

formation in the vicinity of the City of Obihiro (MiTANi 1960).

    The present writer, together with T. FuJiE, proposed "Upper Takikawa

stage" (provisional name) for the terrestial deposits underlain by the Takikawa

marine formation. .However, the writer now whishes to re-define this stage

here on the basis of present knowledge and proposed a new opinion that this

stage should be inciuded with the Setana stage in a new sence: that is to say,

the Setana stage is represented by the marine formation bearing the Setana

fauna or by the terrestial deposits which were piaced in the "Upper Takikawa

Zteatgeer8'fk2iehsiSisi9o5rlgiPna.Per' They may be contemporaneous with each other and

    The Setana formation contains rich fossil remains such as Mollusca, Forami-

nifera and Bryozoa, some of which have been studied by M. YoKoyAMA (1938),

T. NAGAo and Y. SAsA (1935), Y. OiNoMiKADo (1935), S. NoMuRA and K.
                  'HATAJ (1938). K. KANEHARA (194.?.)? K. KuBoTA (1950), and K, AsANo (1938),

However, it seems that, the previ6us paleontological and stratigraphical investi-
                                             'gations concerning the Setana formation have not always yielded fully satisfactory

results. Especially, adundapt molluscan remains of this forrnation have not

been completely described or',illustrated. The present writer and･ T. FuJiE are

investigating now the Ipolluscan fauna and K. SHiRAi the foraminiferal fauna,

but their studies not yet been completed. Consequently, results of such studies

cannot be incorpprated in the preseht paper. However, on the basis of present

knowledge the writer feels confident at this point that the characters of this

fauna are as follows: , ･
    i) TKhuirSosfha]onafoCrOmnsSl'StS of an intermingled assemblage, of the oyasbio and

    2) Taken as,a whole, the fauna is typically the Oyashio type in view

        of the individual number of fossils.

    3) In the 'assemblage of species, a considerable number are of the Kuroshio

        type, aind s,hoW a temperature even slightly warmer than that adjacent

        :/satlers of the Oshima peninsula as will.be seen from ithe following

    4) Extinct or not-yet-known to be living forms are not so remarkable
        in regard to the individual num6er of species. However, the fossils

        spe6ies, and recent species of Pectinidae are not only represented by

        a 'large nurpber of individuals but aiso by a remarkable degree of

        variation. They are thtinopecten s,essoensis, C7zlamys sw(fZii, C.

        cosibensis, and C hete7'aglyptus groups. This fact may suggest that

        the period of maximum flourishing occurred at Pliocene period.

    From fhe foregoing information concerning the faunal characters, it may

be said that the area where the Setana marine formation is developed under

the infiuence of both eurrents, Oyashio (cold) and Kuroshio (warm).
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        Figure 6.

Paleobiogeografphic provirices

of the Pliocene faunas' in

Hokkaido.

1. Areal distribution of the

  marine deposits belongipg

  to the Takikawa stage in

  the central part of'Hgk-

  kaido and Kushiro pro-
  vince, and of the marine

  deposits belonging to
  the Setana stage in the
  Oshima peninsula.
2. Areal distri6ution 6f the

  terrestial deposits belong-

  ing to thg Takikawa stage.

3. Uncertain･ area of the
  distribution of the Taki-

  kawa fauna.

4. Paleobiogeographic pro-

  vince of the Takikawa-
  Honbets: fauna (Lower
  PIiocene).

5. Paleobiogeographic pro-

  vince of the Setana fauna

  (Upper Pliocene).
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    The inolluscan fauna of' the Setana formation is characterized by the foi-

lowing species :

    Acila gottschei, A. inst;gnis, Mtculana'sacloensis, Ybldia j'ohanii, Y. notabilis, At'ca boitcai-di,

Baibai'tica stea7visi, Rseudogium･matoclon clalli], Anadaiu bi'ottghtonii, A. ,gubci'enata, Glycimeris

blessoensis, G. setanaensils, Limopsig ctt"tiii,gii, L. abliqeta, Ci'enella Pai'vttla, C. pei-ajnoena, Myttiltts

g?zryanus, Volsella cf. d'ij7icilis, Lilthophaga sp., Ost7'ea gigas, Pblyne2namttsst]tent i]ntei'costattem,

Chlamrvs hetei'oglyPttes, C. akaxaju, C. sxv'ijiti, C. cosibensils, C. islandica, C. islandilca var., C.

izvakiana, Ritinopecten todyoensis, Pl yessoensis, Acesta golt'ath, Lima 'vuigatula, Lintatula cf.

j'apo?zica, Monia ･inaci"oshi]ma, Adi maci'oshima ezoanus, Anomila qytaettm, Astarte aomoi"iensis,

A. hakodotensis, A. bo7'ealt's, A. alaskensis, Venei-i]cai'dia fbi'i"ttginea, V. ci'ebi4icostata, V. Pauci-

costata, V. setanenstls, V. sht]?uiti, V. Pi'olongata nakamu7ui, Conchocele bisecta, Tdyasiiu toktt-

ncrg'ai, Laptaxinus f4otaztnduta, Ildllttcina Pist]dium, Lucinon'ea spectabil･is, L. acittilt'neata, Adysella

j'mponica, Chama setnipu7Purata, Eetl'vt]a mutica, Clilitocai4dium cilt]attun, C. cal'ijbi'niense, C.

nuttallii, J]lapdyi'idea nippomlca, SeivAipes lmpei-ottsii, S. gi'oenladicum, Clyclina sinensis, Cdllista

bi'e･vis･ip' ho7'tata, Saxidomtts PttiPtti'ata, Dosinia j' oponica, Adei'cenai'ia stii2ipsoni, Callithaca

adomnti, Venei"tipis vai'igata, SPisula sachalin.e{isis, S. 'vayii. Mact2'a st{lcatai-ira, Macoma Pi"ae-

texta, Ml incongtti4a, Al todyoensis, Pei'e,ri('de. a venttlosa, A(fya ti'ttncata, At j"aponica, Hlatella

oi'ientalis, Cuspidui"ia sp., Tui4cica coi'eilsis, Batilla7'ia cumingii, AJdssa7'ius dypolius, Ti'icho-

ti'opus bicai'inata, Cr(ipipatela lingttlata, Loi'a oranatnii, Ci-optidetla giundis, Amatht]na nobilis,

IVbptitnea inteiAscuipta, Nl ai'thiAitica, Bttcciint{m Pei'ry4 Copi2yi'is gixig,i, Tei4eb7utalia coi'eamlca,

[I'. ki･iensis, T. ci'oss, and also many other species of Tui'cica, Calliostoma, 7"i"AiAitella, Batt;l-

la7"ia, Cei'ilthittm, 1!ipitomittm･, lletnctu7"ella, Tf4ichotiAoPis, C74opidktla, 1['blint'ces, IVdtica, Miti'ella,

and Nbptunea etc.

    To be added here is the point that the species reported by K. KuBoTA

(1950) as fossils from the Setana formation are mixed with some shells that

are believed to have been derived from a stage lower than the Setana stage.

They are Illacqzbecten setanensis, orzlanztys islanclica notoensis, R2tinopecten

kagamianus and R tokayoensis kinzu7ui from the so-called Setana formation

near the Kaigara Bashi over the Meppu-Gawa, Tanekawa, Toshibetsu-Machi,

Setana-Gun, Siribeshi province (Iocality numbers 37, 39 and 42 in KuBoT.x-'s

paper). The deposits bearing these fossils in those localities do not belong to

the Setana stage which represents the uppermost of the Tertiary system de-

ve]oped in the southwestern part of Hokkaido, but to the so-called Kuromatsunai

formation of the Wakkanai stage as used in this paper.

    This misunderstanding concerning the Setana formation, developed in the

vicinity of the Tanekawa, Toshibetsu-Machi is traceable to T. NAGAo and Y.

SAsA's paper (1934), but as already pointed out by the present writer and T.

FuJiE (1958), it is well l<nown on the basis of stratigraphical and pa!eontological

knowledge that these deposits belong to the Miecene deposits of the Wakl<anai

stage.

             V. Faunal provinces of Neogene molluscan
                          fauna in Hokkaido

    The Japanese islands, including Hokkaido, lie at the zone of convergence

of two main currents and molluscan assemblage is considerably influenced by
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these currents : Oyashiro, cold water temperature (OO-650F) and

water temperature (680-820F).

    The recent Japanese marine molluscan province has been

WooDwARD, A. ADAMs, W. KEFERsTEIN, P. P. CARpENTER,
P. FiscHER, S. NoMuRA, K. HATAi, T. KuRoDA and T. HABE.

                                  the recent finding of
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   7. Map showing the current
   system and zoological provinces

   m Japanese waters (by

   MURA and K. HATAI 1936).

   Hokkaido-Chishima provmce
   Sanriku-Joban province

   A. Matsushima subprovince
    B. Miyako subprovince
   C. Kashima subprovince
   Kii-Kwanto province
   Kyushu-Shikol<u province

   Uetsu province
   Noto-Sanin province

    on the Pacific ocean

coast of the Japan Sea,

In the same way, by investigation

   fossil faunas, it seems

     provinces during

Under this presumption,

     Honshu into consi

geographical situation of

   have been under the

convergence of both cold

   already has been noticed

                                 Kuroshio, warm

                                    '
                                studied by S. P.

                                 C. E. LIscHKE,

                                 Especially, from

                                Japanese investi-

   t gators, the following facts concerning
           molluscan faunas are known.

              Generally speaking, the tropical forms
  .-4Y
          following in the Kuroshio current are    2
     1 characteristically found in the vicinity of

NP, g?rS.i,Le.ef8,･?:,d{gi,'xe.gl.ths,e:;:ctla:,:p.%sg･

                                 c6ast to 370N.   s2 and on the Japan Sea
::(,,･' 7ih,e.b.o.r,e,al.fforHm.skakr.eidf.o,un.d.,F.y.pdica,lgy,ohn.

           southward and are intermingled with the

           tropical forms on the eastern coast of

     ' Honshu island between 360-410N. Iati-
           tude. On the Japan Sea coast, the boreal

           fauna in the Oyashio current extending

 s. No- southward is found at the depth of 200

           meters along the coast near 370N. Iati

  ' tude where the tropical fauna inhabits
           the littbral zone.

              In 1936, S. NoMuRA and K. HATAI
           proposed six zooiogical provinces in the

           Japanese seas, based chiefly on the mol-

           luscan and brachiopoda distribution:

           namely they are Hokkaido-Chishima,
           Sanriku-J6ban, Kii-Kwanto and Kyushu-

    coast and Uetsu and Noto-Sanin provinces on

  as shown in Text-Figure 7.

    ' ' of the prosperity and decay in distribution

     that the historical change of the paleobiogeo-

 the Neogene period may somewhat by brought to

                    '
    taking the Neogene faunas of Hokkaido and
 deration together, firstly one must emphasize that

   Hokkaido throughout Neogene period may not
   cold oceanic current, but rather at the point of

   and warm currents. '
     that the fauna of the Takinoue stage is divided
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into three different ones. In this place, it must be remarked that each fauna

of the Takinoue stage had its respectively independent zoological province in

Hokkaido at the Middle Miocene period. Namely, the Kunnui fauna bearing

such tropical species as Miagmpsina and Operculina, lived･ only in the Oshima

province in Hol<kaido with the northern limit of the fauna laid on the Sapporo-

Tomakomai line. It is not neccessary to repeat in detail that the fauna with

such foraminiferal fossils distributed widely in the Japanese islands, outside

Hokkaido.
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    These findings may suggest that the warm current bearing this fauna

moved northward to the Oshima province along the coast of the Japan Sea at

that time. Meanwhile, the central part of Hokkaido at the same time was

divided into two faunal provinces: One was characterized by the Chikubetsu-

Sankebetsu fauna and the other by the Takinoue. The bounary of the dis-

tribution between these two faunas may be found on the line drawn at about

440N. Iatitude for the following reasions: 1) The two faunas are not inter-

mingled with each other as shown 'in the annexed table 1. 2) The marine

formation bearing the Takinoue fauna gradually grades into brackish facies,

which is generally called the Yudoro forrnation bearing some plant fossils of

Co"iptoniphovllum and Liquidamber; it develops near 43056'N. Iatitude. 3) The

formation bearing the Chil<ubetsu-Sankebetsu fauna decreases in thickness to-

wards 440N. Iatitude and disappears near this area.

    Such stratigraphical phenomena, included with the paleontological evidence,

supplies basis for the conclusion that the zoological province is separated

completely, north and south in the central part of Hokkaido.

    From the foregoing observations concerning the faunas of the Takinoue

stage, it may be safely considered that the coast of Hokkaido at that time may

have been washed by three currents, warm, temperate and cold as is suggested

by the three faunas, Kunnui, Takioue and Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu.

    In the Wakkanai stage, it may said, taken as awhole, that the warm

current was pushed off to a farther southern area than its extension in the

Tal<inoue stage, so on the contrary, the influence of the cold water current

would have been predominant, compared with the prior stage.

    It has already been noticed that the Atunai-Togeshita fauna is yielded from

congiomerate and sandstone facies and consists predominantly of littoral forms.

Moreover, this fauna is characterized by Chlambls kaneharai, Dosinia hanehaiui

var. nzirabilis, ntar okaclana, Vdstica7"tlium sp., Anado7'a agaxe,ai, Milyag'i-

pecten sa.i-omensis and others which are commonly associated with the Miocene

temperate-warm water forms in the Neogene deposits of the northern part of

Honshu, Japan. This fact may suggest that the littoral zone in the sea of

this stage was under the influence of the temperate-water current. On the other

hand, the fauna characterstic to mudstone and siltstone facies of this stage,

Wakkanai fauna, was rep}aced by the cold water and off-shore forms, as seen

from the annexed talDIe. 2 and 3.

    Now, taking these two faunas, Atsunai-T6geshita and Wakkanai, into joint

consideration, the environmental conditions of each fauna may conceivably have

    The inhabited places and the water temperatures of these faunas seem to

be in good agreement with lithology and depth, there being predominantly

conglomerate-sand loving and temperate water forms in the shallow shore, and

mud-loving and cold water forms in off-shore areas. Such phenomenon is

apparently similar to the mo}luscan zonal assemblage which was recognized in
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sides of the Japan Sea and the Pacific Ocean were completely separated by

a land mass.

    It is generally accepted that this stage is characterized by the Pliocene index

fossil, Fbrtipecten ta.kahashii and the distribution of this fossil extends from

the northern part of Saghalin to the vicinity of the City of Sendai as shown

in Text-figure 5. However, it is remarkable that this fossil is never found in

the Pliocene deposits on the Japan Sea side which is considerated to be con-

temporaneous with this stage, but a different assemblage of the Pliocene fauna,

Wakimoto, Onma and other faunas are known to have existed in them. That

is to say, the cold water current bearing the Takikawa-Honbetsu fauna ran

dovgTn southernward along the Pacific Ocean coast and left the Tatsunokuchi

fauna in the vicinity of Sendai; moreover, it reached nearly to the Boso pe-

ninsula, 350N. ]atitude, as pointed by T. KoTAKA (1959). Also, a branch of

the cold water current running down along the side of the Japan Sea exerted

a considerable influence on Sado Island, 380N. Iatitude, and extended to the

Noto peninsula where faunas intermingling the temperate and cold water forms

are found.

    Recently T. KoTAKA (1959) has expreseed an interesting opinion concerning

the general aspect of such intermi.ngled fauna, as stated above, that the characters

of the fossil faunas found in the Sado and Noto peninsula are very similar to

that of the present intermingled fauna in the Pacific ocean between 380-350N.

Iatitude (Matsushima-Kashima province as reports by NoMuRA and HATAi in
Text-figure 7).

    Taken as a whole, it may be generalized that Hokkaido, including the

northern part of Honshu, Japan at the Lower Pliocene period was under the

cold water current which tended to be predominant over any others nearby

in the Wakkanai stage.

    Approaching the close of the Takikawa stage, the Takikawa sea, as a result

of land upheaval, was restricted in expansion and graded to the land mass with

some terrestial sedimentary basins on most of the present land of Hokkaido,

Continuously, the Setana sea which invaded Hokkaido only left behind deposits

in a small area of the Kushiro and Oshima province. In the Kushiro province,

the sea invasion of this stage is represented by the Ikeda formation which

occupies a slightly higher horizon than that of non-marine deposits underlain

by the marine Honbetsu formation; the Ikeda formation was extremely limited

in distribution. In the Oshima province, the Setana formation; uppermost part

of Tertiary system, overlain with unconformity the Miocene deposits and other

old rocks. Judging from this present distribution, lt is readily recognized that

this formation was deposited in a comparatively low tract which was surrounded

by higher Iand.

    From the characters of the Setana fauna, it has already been noted that

the Oshima province at that time was not only under the infiuence'of cold

water but under that of a slightly warmer water than in the Takikawa stage
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type (cold type) forms, as was asserted by K. AsANo (1937, 39).

    Consequently, it may be said that this area was invaded alternately .by the

cold and warm currents from the side of the Japan Sea or of the Pacific Ocean,

and that the two currents intermingled in this area. In other words, some

narrow encroachments of the sea might have taken place on the present land

and have connected with both sides, of that of the Japan Sea and that of the

Pacific Ocean, as shown in Text-Figure 6. Moreover, the cold water current
ran down southward farther : in the side of th'e Japan Sea, this current facilitated

the migration of the cold-water forms found in the Shibil<awa fauna in the

northern part of Honshu, Japan and in the Dainenji fauna in the vicinity of

Sendai on the Pacific Ocean side.

                            VI. Summaty-

    I) From the investigations of the faunal succession in the Neogene Tertiary

of Hokkaido, the present writer has established three se¥ies and six sta.ges each

characterized by its respective fauna.

    T.kikawa series ( ie.tka,"ka..St.ag,e,.g'.'IIIIIIge.tka,"ka..fa."-:IZ.b,,,. f....

              '
                                         fWakkanai fauna
    Wakkanai Series Wakkanai stage･-･･
                                         IAtsunai-Tdgeshita fauna

                        Kawabata stage･･････Kawabata fauna

                                          Takinoue fauna

    Kawabata Series Takinoue stage ･-･ Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu fauna

                                          Kunnui fauna

                       Asahi stage ･･･J･-･-･Asahi fauna

                                                                   /tt
    i) Asahi stage･･･This stage is characterized by the Asahi fauna which

consists of cold water species in association with Adytilus tichanowiltchi. ,

    ii) Takinoue stage-･･The fauna characterizing this stage is divided into

three groups by the respective different assemblages of fauna : Takinoue, Kunnui

and Chikubetsu-Sankebetsu faunas. The first two of them are characterized by

warm-temperate water species and the last by cold water species.

    iii) VKIakkanai stage･･･The fauna of this stage is divided into two: Atsunai-

T6geshita and Wakkanai faunas. The former is yielded from conglomerate and

sandstone facies and consists of temperate water' species; the latter is found in

mudstone and siltstone facies and consists of cold water species.

    iv) Takikawa stage･･･This stage is represented by the Takikawa-Honbetsu

fauna characterized by the Pliocene index fossil, J7brtipecten takahashii,

    v) Setana stage-･･The, fauna of this stage is limited in distribution to only

the Oshima and Kushiro provinces. It is characterized by predominant cold



water recent species, together with a considerable number of temperate water

    .specles.

    II) From the paleobiogeographical viewpoint, it is suggested that there may

be some interesting relation between the faunas and the water temperature,

thoUgh the writer can offer only a tentative conclusion.

    i) Takinoue stage･･･The boundary between the temperate and co]d water

currents might have existed at about 440N. Iatitude and the faunal demarcation

between the warm and temperate forms was near the Sapporo-Tomakomai line

(Ishikari depression).

    ii) Wakkanai stage･･･The littoral zone along the land mass at that time,

was under the influence of temperate water currents and in off-shore under cold

water current: that is, the littoral temperate current ran up northward and ex-

tended at least to about 450N. Iatitude, while the cold current extended farther

southward to about 370 N. Iatitude on both the Japan Sea and the Pacific Ocean

sides.

    iii) .Takikawa stage･･･The water bordering Hokkaido, including the northern

part of Honshu, Japan, was of cold temperature ; the Japan Sea and the Pacific

Ocean were completely separated from each other in view of the paleogeography

and the faunas. On the side of the Pacific Ocean, the cold current bearing

the Taklkawa fauna moved down southward and extended at least to about

350N. Iatitude, while on the side of Japan Sea, the influence of the cold water

current is recognized in the Onma fauna at about 380N. Iatitude.

    iv) Setana stage･･･The Pacific Ocean might have been connected with the

Japan Sea through the narrow encroachment of the sea on the present land of

the Oshima peninsula, as indicated in Text-figures 6 and 11. Also the cold

and temperate water currents which ran on each side of the Japan Sea and the

Pacific Ocean might have converged in this area. At least, it may be recognized

that the Oshima peninsula in this stage was partly under the influence of water

slightly warmer than the present water bordering thereon, although the cold

water was predominant in this stage. Also, a branch of this cold water current

extened to 360N. Iatitude on the side of the Pacific Ocean and to 390N. Iatitude

on the side of the Japan Sea, ,
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     Abbreviations of Localities of fossils used

                in the annexed list '

S-C-H: Ishikari province, central part of Hokkaid6

N-C-H : Teshio province, central part of Hol<kaido

S-E-H: Kushiro province, southeastern part, of Hokkaido

N-E-H: Kitami province, northeastern part of Hokkaido

S-W-H : Oshima province, southwestern part of Hokkaido

     1 : Saru-Mitsuishi district and Hobetsu-Karumai oil-field

     2: Ytibari and Il<ushunbetsu districtsi'

     3 : Bibai-Sunagawa and Utashinai-Ashibetsu districts

     4 : Ishikari oil-field and Tsukigata district

     5 : Shintotsukawa district

     6: Rumoi and UryU districts .
     7: Haboro-Tomamai district

     8: Tenppol<u district

     9: Atsunai district

    10 : Honbetsu district

    11: Kitamiesashi district

    12: Shiretoko district

    13: Abashiri and K6nomai districts'

    14: Hukushima-Yoshioka district

    15 : Kaminol<uni district

    16: Okuziri district .
    17: Yakumo and Kunnui-Imagane dis'tricts

    18: Shakotan and Jdzankei districts
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